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Video game console and interactive multimedia CD player "CDi" redirects here. For other uses, see CDI (disambiguation). This article uses bare URLs, which may be threatened by link rot. Please consider converting them to full citations to ensure the article remains verifiable and maintains a consistent citation style. Several templates and tools are
available to assist in formatting, such as reFill (documentation). (June 2022) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Compact Disc-InteractivePhilips CDI 910, the first consumer-oriented CD-i player, pictured with its "Touchpad" game controllerMedia typeOptical discEncodingVariousCapacityTypically up to 744 MB[1]StandardGreen
BookDeveloped byPhilips, SonyUsageAudio, video and data storageExtended fromCompact discReleased1990; 32 years ago (1990)Discontinued1998; 24 years ago (1998) Optical discs General Optical disc Optical disc drive Optical disc authoring Authoring software Recording technologies Recording modes Packet writing Burst cutting area Optical
media types Compact disc (CD): CD-DA, CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, 5.1 Music Disc, Super Audio CD (SACD), Photo CD, CD Video (CDV), Video CD (VCD), Super Video CD (SVCD), CD+G, CD-Text, CD-ROM XA, CD-i, MIL-CD, Mini CD DVD: DVD-R, DVD+R, DVD-R DL, DVD+R DL, DVD-R DS, DVD+R DS, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-D, DVD-A,
DVD-Video, HVD, EcoDisc, MiniDVD Blu-ray Disc (BD): BD-R & BD-RE, Blu-ray 3D, Mini Blu-ray Disc Ultra HD Blu-ray M-DISC Universal Media Disc (UMD) Enhanced Versatile Disc (EVD) Forward Versatile Disc (FVD) Holographic Versatile Disc (HVD) China Blue High-definition Disc (CBHD) HD DVD: HD DVD-R, HD DVD-RW, HD DVD-RAM HighDefinition Versatile Multilayer Disc (HD VMD) VCDHD GD-ROM Personal Video Disc (PVD) MiniDisc (MD): MD Data, MD Data2 Hi-MD LaserDisc (LD): LD-ROM, LV-ROM Video Single Disc (VSD) Magneto-optical discs Ultra Density Optical (UDO) 3D optical data storage Stacked Volumetric Optical Disk (SVOD) Fluorescent Multilayer Disc Hyper CDROM Nintendo optical disc (NOD) Archival Disc (AD) Professional Disc DataPlay Standards SFF ATAPI/MMC Mount Rainier (packet writing) Mount Fuji (layer jump recording) Rainbow Books File systems ISO 9660 Joliet Romeo Rock Ridge / SUSP El Torito Apple ISO 9660 Extensions Universal Disk Format (UDF) ISO 13490 See also History of optical
storage media High-definition optical disc format war vte The Compact Disc-Interactive (CD-I, later CD-i) is a digital optical disc data storage format that was mostly developed and marketed by Dutch company Philips. It was created as an extension of CDDA and CD-ROM and specified in the Green Book, co-developed by Philips and Sony, to combine
audio, text and graphics.[2] The two companies initially expected to impact the education/training, point of sale, and home entertainment industries,[3] but CD-i eventually became best known for its video games.[4] Sony CD-i Intelligent Discman IVO CD-i media physically have the same dimensions as CD, but with up to 744 MB of digital data storage,
including up to 72 minutes of full motion video.[5] CD-i players were usually standalone boxes that connect to a standard television; some less common setups included integrated CD-i television sets and expansion modules for personal computers.[6] Most players were created by Philips; the format was licensed by Philips and Microware for use by
other manufacturers, notably Sony who released professional CD-i players under the "Intelligent Discman" brand. Unlike CD-ROM drives, CD-i players are complete computer systems centered around dedicated Motorola 68000-based microprocessors and its own operating system called CD-RTOS, which is an acronym for "Compact Disc – Real Time
Operating System".[7][8][9][10] Media released on the format included video games and "edutainment" and multimedia reference titles, such as interactive encyclopedias and museum tours – which were popular before public Internet access was widespread – as well as business software.[11] Philips's CD-i system also implemented Internet features,
including subscriptions, web browsing, downloading, e-mail, and online play.[12] Philips's aim with its players was to introduce interactive multimedia content for the general public by combining features of a CD player and game console,[5] but at a lower price than a personal computer with a CD-ROM drive. Authoring kits for the format were
released first in 1988, and the first player aimed for home consumers, Philips's CDI 910/205, at the end of 1991, initially priced around US$1,000 (equivalent to $1,989 in 2021),[13] and capable of playing interactive CD-i discs, Audio CDs, CD+G (CD+Graphics), Photo CDs and Video CDs (VCDs), though the latter required an optional "Digital Video
Card" to provide MPEG-1 decoding. Initially marketed to consumers as "home entertainment systems", and in later years as a "gaming platform",[2] CD-i did not manage to find enough success in the market, and was mostly abandoned by Philips in 1996.[14][15] The format continued to be supported for licensees for a few more years after.[16]
Specifications Development of the "Compact Disc-Interactive" format began in 1984 (two years after the launch of Compact Disc) and it was first publicly announced by Philips and Sony – two of the largest electronics companies of the time – at Microsoft's CD-ROM Conference in Seattle in March 1986.[17][18][19] Microsoft's CEO Bill Gates had no
idea beforehand that the format was under development.[20] The Green Book, formally known as the "CD-i Full Functional Specification", defined the format for interactive, multimedia compact discs designed for CD-i players. The Green Book specification also defines a whole hardware set built around the Motorola 68000 microprocessor family, and
an operating system called CD-RTOS based on OS-9, a product of Microware.[21] The standard was originally not freely available and had to be licensed from Philips.[22] However, the 1994 version of the standard was eventually made available free by Philips.[23] CD-i discs conform to the Red Book specification of audio CDs (CD-DA). Tracks on a
CD-i's program area can be CD-DA tracks or CD-i tracks, but the first track must always be a CD-i track, and all CD-i tracks must be grouped together at the beginning of the area. CD-i tracks are structured according to the CD-ROM XA specification (using either Mode 2 Form 1 or Mode 2 Form 2 modes), and have different classes depending on their
contents ("data", "video", "audio", "empty" and "message"). "Message" sectors contain audio data to warn users of CD players that the track they are trying to listen to is a CD-i track and not a CD-DA track.[22] The CD-i specification also specifies a file system similar to (but not compatible with) ISO 9660 to be used on CD-i tracks, as well as certain
specific files that are required to be present in a CD-i compatible disc.[22] Compared to the Yellow Book (specification for CD-ROM), the Green Book CD-i standard solves synchronisation problems by interleaving audio and video information on a single track.[24] The format quickly gained interest from large manufacturers, and received backing from
many particularly Matsushita.[25][26] Although a joint effort, Philips eventually took over the majority of CD-i development at the expense of Sony.[27] Philips invested many millions in developing titles and players based on the CD-i specification.[28] Initially branded "CD-I", the name was changed in 1991 to "CD-i" with a lowercase i. The CD-i Ready
format is a type of bridge format, also designed by Philips, that defines discs compatible with CD Digital audio players and CD-i players. This format puts CD-i software and data into the pregap of Track 1. The CD-i Bridge format, defined in Philips' White Book, is a transitional format allowing bridge discs to be played both on CD-ROM drives and on
CD-i players. The CD-i Digital Video format was launched in 1993 containing movies that could be played on CD-i players with a Digital Video Cartridge add-on. The format was incompatible with Video CD (VCD), although a CD-i unit with the DVC could play both formats. Only about 20 movies were released on the format and it was stopped in 1994 in
favor of VCD.[29] Commercial software See also: List of CD-i games See also: CD-i games from The Legend of Zelda series A Philips CDI 210 playing a standard Compact Disc. Applications were developed using authoring software produced by OptImage. This included OptImage's Balboa Runtime Libraries and MediaMogul. The second company that
produced authoring software was Script Systems; they produced ABCD-I. Much of the CD-i software were promoted and/or published by American Interactive Media (AIM), a joint venture between Philips and its subsidiary PolyGram formed in Los Angeles in 1986, before its public debut, to publish CD-i based consumer software.[30][31][32] Similarly
in Europe, Philips Interactive Media was launched. Philips at first marketed CD-i as a family entertainment product, and avoided mentioning video games to not compete against game consoles.[33] Early software releases focused heavily on educational, music, and self-improvement titles, with only a few games, many of them adaptations of board
games such as Connect Four. However, the system was handily beaten in the market for multimedia devices by cheap low-end PCs,[34] and the games were the best-selling software. By 1993 Philips encouraged MS-DOS and console developers to create games, introduced a $250 peripheral with more memory and support for full-motion video, and
added to new consoles a second controller port for multiplayer games.[33] The attempts to develop a foothold in the games market were unsuccessful, as the system was designed strictly as a multimedia player and thus was under-powered compared to other gaming platforms on the market in most respects.[35] Earlier CD-i games included entries in
popular Nintendo franchises, although those games were not developed by Nintendo. Specifically, a Mario game (titled Hotel Mario), and three Legend of Zelda games were released: Zelda: The Wand of Gamelon, Link: The Faces of Evil and Zelda's Adventure. Nintendo and Philips had established an agreement to co-develop a CD-ROM enhancement
for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System due to licensing disagreements with Nintendo's previous partner Sony (an agreement that produced a prototype console called the SNES-CD).[36] While Philips and Nintendo never released such a CD-ROM add-on, Philips was still contractually allowed to continue using Nintendo characters.[37] As
announced at CES 1992,[38] large number of full motion video titles such as Dragon's Lair and Mad Dog McCree appeared on the system. One of these, Burn:Cycle, is considered one of the stronger CD-i titles and was later ported to PC. The February 1994 issue of Electronic Gaming Monthly remarked that the CD-i's full motion video capabilities
were its strongest point, and that nearly all of its best software required the MPEG upgrade card.[39] Philips also released several versions of popular TV game shows for the CD-i, including versions of Jeopardy! (hosted by Alex Trebek), Name That Tune (hosted by Bob Goen), and two versions of The Joker's Wild (one for adults hosted by Wink
Martindale and one for kids hosted by Marc Summers). All CD-i games in North America (with the exception of Name That Tune) had Charlie O'Donnell as announcer. The Netherlands also released its version of Lingo on the CD-i in 1994. In 1993, American musician Todd Rundgren created the first music-only fully interactive CD, No World Order, for
the CD-i. This application allows the user to completely arrange the whole album in their own personal way with over 15,000 points of customization. Dutch eurodance duo 2 Unlimited released a CD-i compilation album in 1994 called "Beyond Limits" which contains standard CD tracks as well as CD-i-exclusive media on the disc.[40][41] CD-i has a
series of learning games ("edutainment") targeted at children from infancy to adolescence. Those intended for a younger audience included Busytown, The Berenstain Bears and various others which usually had vivid cartoon-like settings accompanied by music and logic puzzles. By mid-1996 the U.S. market for CD-i software had dried up and Philips
had given up on releasing titles there, but continued to publish CD-i games in Europe, where the system still held some popularity from a video gaming perspective.[42] With the home market exhausted, Philips tried with some success to position the technology as a solution for kiosk applications and industrial multimedia.[43] Some homebrew
developers have released video games on the CD-i format in later years, such as Frog Feast (2005), Super Quartet (2018), and Nobelia (2022).[44] Player models CD-i compatible models were released (as of April 1995) in the U.S., Canada, Benelux, France, Germany, the UK, Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong. It was reported to be released further in
Brazil, India and Australia in the "coming months", with plans to also introduce it in China, South Africa, Indonesia and the Philippines.[45] Philips models Philips CD-i (200-700 series)Commercial logo of CD-i, in use from 1992TypeHome video game consoleMedia playerGenerationFourth generationRelease dateNA: December 3, 1991JP: April 25,
1992[46]EU: July 10, 1992Discontinued1998[47]MediaCD-i, Audio CD, CD+G, Karaoke CD, Video CDOperating systemCD-RTOSCPUPhilips SCC68070 @ 15.5 MHzMemory1 MB RAMDisplay384×280 to 768×560GraphicsPhilips SCC66470SoundMCD 221, ADPCM eight channel soundPredecessorPhilips Videopac + G7400 (spiritual) In addition to
consumer models, professional and development players were sold by Philips Interactive Media Systems and their VARs. The first CD-i system was produced by Philips in collaboration with Kyocera in 1988 – the Philips 180/181/182 modular system.[48][49] Philips marketed several CD-i player models as shown below.[50] The CD-i player 100 series,
which consisted of the three-unit 180/181/182 professional system, first demonstrated at the CD-ROM Conference in March 1988. The CD-i player 200 series, which includes the 205, 210, and 220 models. Models in the 200 series were designed for general consumption, and were available at major home electronics outlets around the world. The
Philips CDI 910 is the American version of the CDI 205, the most basic model in the series and the first Philips CD-i model, released in December 1991. Originally priced about $799, within a year's time the price dropped to $599.[51] The CD-i player 300 series, which includes the 310, 350, 360, and 370 models. The 300 series consists of portable
players designed for the professional market and not marketed to home consumers. A popular use was multimedia sales presentations such as those used by pharmaceutical companies to provide product information to physicians, as the devices could be easily transported by sales representatives.[9] The CD-i player 400 series, which includes the 450,
470, 490 models. The 400 models are slimmed-down units aimed at console and educational markets. The CDI 450 player, for instance, is a budget model designed to compete with game consoles. In this version, an infrared remote controller is not standard but optional, as this model is more gaming-oriented. This series was introduced at CES
Chicago in June 1994 and the 450 player retailed at ƒ799 in the Netherlands.[41] The CD-i player 500 series, which includes the 550 model, which was essentially the same as the 450 with an installed digital video cartridge. It was introduced at CES Chicago in June 1994.[41] The CD-i player 600 series, which includes the 601, 602, 604, 605, 615,
660, and 670 models. The 600 series is designed for professional applications and software development. Units in this line generally include support for floppy disk drives, keyboards and other computer peripherals. Some models can also be connected to an emulator and have software testing and debugging features. The CD-I player 700 series, which
consists of the 740 model, the most advanced player and featuring an RS-232 port. It was only released in limited quantities. There also exist a number of hard-to-categorize models, such as the FW380i, an integrated mini-stereo and CD-i player; the 21TCDi30, a television with a built-in CD-i device; the CD-i/PC 2.0, a CD-i module with an ISA interface
for IBM-compatible 486 PCs.[52][53] Gallery The Philips CDI 220 Magnavox CDI 550 (NTSC) with its paddle controller. The CD-i's controllers were heavily criticized. Philips CDI 450 Philips CDI 910 Other manufacturers In addition to Philips, several manufacturers produced CD-i players some of which were still on sale years after Philips itself
abandoned the format.[54] Manufacturers included: Magnavox (a Philips subsidiary) made rebranded players for the American market.[39] GoldStar / LG Electronics, the LG GDI-700 (c. 1997) was a professional player with a Motorola 68341 processor, faster than the Philips model.[55] GoldStar had a portable player, including another small one
without an LCD screen. Digital Video Systems Memorex Grundig Kyocera made the portable Pro 1000S model Maspro Denkoh released a GPS car navigation system with a built-in CD-i player, released in Japan in 1992.[56] Saab Electric Sony produced two models branded Intelligent Discman, a hybrid home/portable CD-i player released in 19901991 for professional use only.[57] NBS International Interactive Media (I2m) released in 1995 a CD-i PCI expansion card for 486 PCs, Pentium PCs, 68k-based Macintosh and PowerPC-based Macintosh computers[58] Vobis Highscreen Manna Space branded CD-i models (based on Magnavox's or GoldStar's version of Philips CDI 450) were made for a
Japanese travel agency with the same name in 1995.[59] Bang & Olufsen, who produced a high-end television with a built-in CD-i device (Beocenter AV5) on the market from 1997-2001.[60] Before the actual commercial debut of the CD-i format, some other companies had interest in building players and some made prototypes, but were never
released – this includes Panasonic (who were originally a major backer of the format), Pioneer, JVC, Toshiba, Epson, Ricoh, Fujitsu, Samsung and Yamaha.[61][17] In addition, Sanyo showed a prototype portable CD-i player in 1992.[62] Hardware specifications Back of a Philips CDI 210 (PAL) player The CD-i Mouse, most commonly used for
professional software CD-i "Commander" remote control, with an opened sliding cover that reveals buttons for playing audio CDs The CD-i "Roller" controller, specially designed for kids CPU 16/32-bit 68070 CISC Chip[63] Clock Speed of 15.5 MHz[47][64] Display and video Graphics Chip: SCC66470, later MCD 212[63] Resolution: 384×280 to
768×560[64] Colors: 16.7 million (24-bit true color) with 32,768 (16-bit High color) simultaneous on screen MPEG-1 Cartridge Plug-In for VideoCD and Digital Video[64] Output encoding in NTSC or PAL SCART and/or S-Video output (certain models) Audio Sound Chip: MCD 221[63] ADPCM 8-bit sound[64][65] 16-bit stereo sound Digital Out (S/PDIF)
[66][full citation needed] (certain models) Operating System CD-RTOS (based on Microware's OS-9) Other 1 MB of main RAM[63] Single speed CD-ROM drive[64] RF modulator (certain models) CD-i accessories CD-i mouse CD-I KeyControl (keyboard) Roller controller CD-i trackball I/O port splitter Touchpad controller (Gravis PC GamePad) Gamepad
controller IR wireless controller RAM expansion and Video-CD (MPEG-1) support with DV Cart Peacekeeper Revolver TeleCD-i and CD-MATICS Recognizing the growing need among marketers for networked multimedia, Philips partnered in 1992 with Amsterdam-based CDMATICS to develop TeleCD-i [67] (also TeleCD). In this concept, the CD-i
player is connected to a network such as PSTN or Internet, enabling data-communication and rich media presentation. Dutch grocery chain Albert Heijn and mail-order company Neckermann were early adopters and introduced award-winning TeleCD-i applications for their home-shopping and home-delivery services. CDMATICS also developed the
special Philips TeleCD-i Assistant and a set of software tools to help the worldwide multimedia industry to develop and implement TeleCD-i. TeleCD-i is the world's first networked multimedia application at the time of its introduction. In 1996, Philips acquired source code rights from CDMATICS. CD-Online E-mail screen of CD-Online UK Internet
services on the CD-i devices were facilitated by the use of an additional hardware modem and "CD-Online" disc (renamed Web-i in the US[68]), which Philips initially released in Britain in 1995 for $150 US.[69][70] This service provided the CD-i with full internet access (with a 14.4k modem[71]), including online shopping, email, and support for
networked multiplayer gaming on select CD-i games.[72] The service required a CD-i player with DV cartridge, and an "Internet Starter Kit" which initially retailed for £99.99.[73] It was advertised as bringing "full Internet access to the living room on TV screens".[74] Andy Stout, a writer for the official CD-i magazine, explained CD-Online: It is very
much Internet-lite. The main advantages are that it's cheap - probably working out at a third of the cost of a PC or Mac solution - and incredibly user-friendly. The downside though is using a browser that doesn't support Netscape, and coping with all the drawbacks of the machine's minuscule memory - you can only ever access 10 articles on Usenet at
a time, it'll only support 80 bookmarks maximum and for all that trouble all your saved games, preferences, and high scores will have been written over in RAM. ... It's got the full access right now but with only about 40% of the functionality, which will probably be fine for people who don't know what they're missing. But the virtual keyboard is a
complete nightmare to use ...[75] The CD-Online service went live in the UK on October 25, 1995[76] and in March 1996 in the Netherlands (for 399 guilders),[71] and also released in Belgium.[61] The system was reportedly scheduled to launch in the US as "Web-i" in August 1996.[77] The domain cd-online.co.uk, which was used for the British CDOnline service, went offline in 2000.[78] The Dutch domain cd-online.nl stopped updating too but remained online until 2007.[79] Only one game was released that supported CD-Online, the first-person shooter game RAM Raid. Players from any country in the world could compete against each other as long as they had a copy of the game.[80]
Reception and market performance Philips had invested heavily in the CD-i format and system, and it was often compared with the Commodore CDTV as a single combination of computer, CD, and television.[81] The product was touted as a single machine for home entertainment connected to a standard TV and controlled by a regular remote
control[82] – although the format was noted to have various non-entertainment business opportunities too, such as travel and tourism or the military. In 1990, Peugeot used CD-i for its point of sale application promoting its then-new 605 automobile, and it was also at the time used by fellow car manufacturer Renault for staff training programmes,
and in Japan by the Ministry of Trade and Industry for an exhibition there. A Philips executive, Gaston Bastiaens, quoted in 1990 "CD-I will be 'the medium' for entertainment, education and information in the 90's.".[83] Sony introduced its three portable CD-i players in June 1990, pitching them as "picture books with sound".[17] The ambitious CD-i
format had initially created much interest after its 1986 announcement, both in the west and in Japan, buoyed by the success of the CD. However, after repeated delays (hardware were first intended to be ready and shipped by Christmas 1987) interest was slowly lost. Electronic Arts for instance was enthusiastic about CD-i and formed a division for
the development of video game titles on the format, but it was eventually halted with the intention of resuming when CD-i players would reach the market. The company eventually never resumed CD-i software development when it was released.[84] The delay also gave more attention to the hyped Digital Video Interactive (DVI) in 1987, which
demonstrated full screen, full motion video (FMV) using a compression chip on an IBM PC/AT computer.[85] Amid the attention around its potential rival DVI,[86] Philips and Sony decided to find a way to add full screen FMV abilities to the CD-i standard, causing further delay.[85] Meanwhile, the Microsoft-backed CD-ROM standard was improving
and solved certain video playback issues that were present on the CD-i – CD-ROM format products were already on the market by 1987.[20] At the end, CD-ROM standard benefited from the CD-i and DVI mishaps,[85] and by the time CD-i players for consumers were released in 1991, CD-ROM had already become known and established.[20] Ron
Gilbert commented in early 1990 "The CD-I specifications look great, but where are the machines? If they'd come out four years ago, they'd have been hot, but now they're behind the times."[87] Another reason that led to fading interest pre-launch was the fact CD-i players would not launch with FMV but instead receive it later through a purchasable
add-on cartridge (it was originally expected to come built-in) – as well as the obsolete Motorola processor, OS-9 software, and a launch price considered high.[88] Although Philips had aggressively promoted their CD-i products in the U.S., by August 1993 Computer Gaming World reported that "skepticism persists about its long-term prospects"
compared to other platforms like IBM PC compatibles, Apple Macintosh, and Sega Genesis.[89] The magazine stated in January 1994 that despite Philips' new emphasis on games "CD-i is still not the answer for hardcore gamers", but the console "may yet surprise us all in the future". It recommended the CD-i with video cartridge for those needing to
buy a new console as "The price is right and there is more software to support it", but 3DO Interactive Multiplayer was probably better for those who could wait a few months.[33] The Electronic Entertainment August 1994 issue noted that the CD-i, along with the Atari Jaguar, neither have an "effective, let alone innovative" game library to compete
against the then newly released Sega CD.[90] After being outsold in the market by cheaper multimedia PCs, in 1994 Philips attempted to emphasize CD-i as a game playing machine, but this did not help the situation.[91] An early 1995 review of the system in GamePro stated that "inconsistent game quality puts the CD-i at a disadvantage against
other high-powered game producers."[92] A late 1995 review in Next Generation criticized both Philips's approach to marketing the CD-i and the hardware itself ("The unit excels at practically nothing except FMV, and then only with the addition of a $200 digital video cartridge"). The magazine noted that while Philips had not yet officially
discontinued the CD-i, it was dead for all intents and purposes, citing as evidence the fact that though Philips had a large booth at the 1995 Electronic Entertainment Expo, there was no CD-i hardware or software on display. Next Generation scored the console one out of five stars.[64] Another trouble for Philips in 1995 was the formation of HDCD,
which promised better quality video compared to Video CD's (VCD) MPEG-1 compression method – Philips had heavily promoted the CD-i's VCD playing capabilities.[93] Philips Media consolidated its CD-i activities from its Los Angeles office in March 1996.[94] It was reported in October 1996 that Philips was ready to "call it quits" in the American
market.[95] Sales In October 1994, Philips claimed an installed base of one million units for the CD-i worldwide.[96] In 1996, The Wall Street Journal reported that total US sales amounted to 400,000 units.[97] In the Netherlands, about 60,000 CD-i players were sold by the end of December 1994.[45] Legacy The Philips CD-i 450 console at the
Computer and Video Game Console Museum of Helsinki in 2012. Although extensively marketed by Philips, notably via infomercial,[64] consumer interest in CD-i titles remained low. By 1994, sales of CD-i systems had begun to slow, and in 1998 the product line was dropped. Plans for a second generation CD-i system were certainly present and
Argonaut Software was even designated to design chip sets for the successor to the CD-i. However, the then president Cor Boonstra saw no interest in the media area for Philips and so Philips sold everything, including the media subsidiary Polygram. The Dutch half of Philips Media was sold to Softmachine, which released The Lost Ride on the CD-i
as the last product for the CD-i. Philips then also sold its French half of the gaming subsidiary, Philips Media BV, to French publisher Infogrames in 1997 along with the entire CD-i library.[98] A CD-ROM add-on for the Super NES, which was announced for development with Nintendo in 1991, was never made.[99] The last CD-i game was made by
Infogrames, who released Solar Crusade in 1999. After its discontinuation, the CD-i was overwhelmingly panned by critics who blasted its graphics, games, and controls. Microsoft CEO Bill Gates admitted that initially he "was worried" about the CD-i due to Philips' heavy support for the device and its two-pronged attack on both the games console
and PC markets, but that in retrospect, "It was a device that kind of basically got caught in the middle. It was a terrible game machine, and it was a terrible PC."[100] The CD-i's various controllers were ranked the fifth worst video game controller by IGN editor Craig Harris.[101] PC World ranked it as fourth on their list of "The 10 Worst Video Game
Systems of All Time".[102] Gamepro.com listed it as number four on their list of The 10 Worst-Selling Consoles of All Time.[103] In 2008, CNET listed the system on its list of the worst game console(s) ever.[104] In 2007, GameTrailers ranked the Philips CD-i as the fourth worst console of all time in its Top 10 Worst Console lineup.[105] In later
retrospective years, the CD-i has become (infamously) best known for its video games, particularly those from the Nintendo-licensed The Legend of Zelda series, considered by many to be of poor taste.[106] Games that were most heavily criticized include Hotel Mario, Link: The Faces of Evil, Zelda: The Wand of Gamelon, and Zelda's Adventure.
EGM's Seanbaby rated The Wand of Gamelon as one of the worst video games of all time.[107] However, Burn:Cycle was positively received by critics and has often been held up as the standout title for the CD-i.[92][108][109][64] See also CD-i Ready High Sierra Format 3DO Interactive Multiplayer MiniDisc CD-ROM Video CD Super NES CD-ROM
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microprocessor in that family, see Motorola 68000. Motorola 68000 seriesDesignerMotorolaBits32-bitIntroduced1979; 43 years ago (1979)DesignCISCBranchingCondition codeEndiannessBigRegisters8 × 32-bit data registers7 × 32-bit address registersstack pointer (address register 7)8 × 80-bit floating-point registers if FP present The Motorola
68000 series (also known as 680x0, m68000, m68k, or 68k) is a family of 32-bit complex instruction set computer (CISC) microprocessors. During the 1980s and early 1990s, they were popular in personal computers and workstations and were the primary competitors of Intel's x86 microprocessors. They were best known as the processors used in the
early Apple Macintosh, the Sharp X68000, the Commodore Amiga, the Sinclair QL, the Atari ST, the Sega Genesis (Mega Drive), the Capcom System I (Arcade), the AT&T UNIX PC, the Tandy Model 16/16B/6000, the Sun Microsystems Sun-1, Sun-2 and Sun-3, the NeXT Computer, NeXTcube, NeXTstation, and NeXTcube Turbo, the Texas Instruments
TI-89/TI-92 calculators, the Palm Pilot (all models running Palm OS 4.x or earlier) and the Space Shuttle. Although no modern desktop computers are based on processors in the 680x0 series, derivative processors are still widely used in embedded systems. Motorola ceased development of the 680x0 series architecture in 1994, replacing it with the
PowerPC RISC architecture, which was developed in conjunction with IBM and Apple Computer as part of the AIM alliance. Family members Generation one (internally 16/32-bit, and produced with 8-, 16-, and 32-bit interfaces) Motorola 68000 Motorola 68EC000 Motorola 68SEC000 Motorola 68HC000 Motorola 68008 Motorola 68010 Motorola
68012 Generation two (internally fully 32-bit) Motorola 68020 Motorola 68EC020 Motorola 68030 Motorola 68EC030 Generation three (pipelined) Motorola 68040 Motorola 68EC040 Motorola 68LC040 Generation four (superscalar) Motorola 68060 Motorola 68EC060 Motorola 68LC060 Others Freescale 683XX (CPU32 aka 68330, 68360 aka QUICC)
Freescale ColdFire Freescale DragonBall Philips 68070 Improvement history 68010: Virtual memory support (restartable instructions) 'Loop mode' for faster string and memory library primitives Multiply instruction uses 14 clock ticks less 68020: 32-bit address & arithmetic logic unit (ALU) Three stage pipeline Instruction cache of 256 bytes
Unrestricted word and longword data access (see alignment) 8× multiprocessing ability Larger multiply (32×32 -> 64 bits) and divide (64÷32 -> 32 bits quotient and 32 bits remainder) instructions, and bit field manipulations Addressing modes added scaled indexing and another level of indirection Low cost, EC = 24-bit address 68030: Split
instruction and data cache of 256 bytes each On-chip memory management unit (MMU) (68851) Low cost EC = No MMU Burst Memory Interface 68040: Instruction and data caches of 4 KB each Six stage pipeline On-chip floating-point unit (FPU) FPU lacks IEEE transcendental function ability FPU emulation works with 2E71M and later chip
revisions Low cost LC = No FPU Low cost EC = No FPU or MMU 68060: Instruction and data caches of 8 KB each 10 stage pipeline Two cycle integer multiplication unit Branch prediction Dual instruction pipeline Instructions in the address generation unit (AGU) and thereby supply the result two cycles before the ALU Low cost LC = No FPU Low
cost EC = No FPU or MMU Feature map Year CPU Package Frequency (max) [in MHz] Address bus bits MMU FPU 1979 68000 64-pin dual in-line package (DIP), 68-pin LCC, 68-pin pin grid array (PGA)[1] 8–20 24 - - 1982 68010 64-pin DIP, 68-pin PLCC, 68-pin PGA[2] 8–16.67 24 68451 - 1984 68020 114-pin PGA[3] 12.5–33.33 32 68851 68881 68EC020 100-pin Quad Flat Package (QFP)[4] 16.7–25 24 - - 1987 68030 132-pin QFP (max 33 MHz), 128-pin PGA[5] 16–50 32 MMU 68881 68EC030 132-pin QFP, 128-pin PGA 25 32 - 68881 1991 68040 179-pin PGA,[6] 184-pin QFP[7] 20–40 32 MMU FPU 68LC040 PGA,[7] 184-pin QFP[7] 20–33 32 MMU - 68EC040 20–33[7] 32 - - 1994 68060 206pin PGA[8][9] 50–75 32 MMU FPU 68LC060 206-pin PGA,[8][9] 208-pin QFP[10] 50–75 32 MMU - 68EC060 206-pin PGA[8][9] 50–75 32 - - Main uses The Sega Genesis used a 68000 clocked at 7.67 MHz as its main CPU. The 680x0 line of processors has been used in a variety of systems, from modern high-end Texas Instruments calculators (the TI89, TI-92, and Voyage 200 lines) to all of the members of the Palm Pilot series that run Palm OS 1.x to 4.x (OS 5.x is ARM-based), and even radiation-hardened versions in the critical control systems of the Space Shuttle. However, the 680x0 CPU family became most well known as the processors powering advanced desktop computers and video game
consoles such as the Apple Macintosh, the Commodore Amiga, the Sinclair QL, the Atari ST, the SNK NG AES/Neo Geo CD, Atari Jaguar, Commodore CDTV, and several others. The 680x0 were also the processors of choice in the 1980s for Unix workstations and servers such as AT&T's UNIX PC, Tandy's Model 16/16B/6000, Sun Microsystems' Sun-1,
Sun-2, Sun-3, NeXT Computer, Silicon Graphics (SGI), and numerous others. There was a 68000 version of CP/M called CP/M-68K, which was initially proposed to be the Atari ST operating system, but Atari chose Atari TOS instead. Many system specific ports of CP/M-68K were available, for example, TriSoft offered a port of the CP/M-68K for the
Tandy Model 16/16B/6000. Also, and perhaps most significantly, the first several versions of Adobe's PostScript interpreters were 68000-based. The 68000 in the Apple LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus was clocked faster than the version used then in Macintosh computers. A fast 68030 in later PostScript interpreters, including the standard
resolution LaserWriter IIntx, IIf and IIg (also 300 dpi), the higher resolution LaserWriter Pro 600 series (usually 600 dpi, but limited to 300 dpi with minimum RAM installed) and the very high resolution Linotronic imagesetters, the 200PS (1500+ dpi) and 300PS (2500+ dpi). Thereafter, Adobe generally preferred a RISC for its processor, as its
competitors, with their PostScript clones, had already gone with RISCs, often an AMD 29000-series. The early 68000-based Adobe PostScript interpreters and their hardware were named for Cold War-era U.S. rockets and missiles: Atlas, Redstone, etc. Today, these systems are either end-of-line (in the case of the Atari), or are using different
processors (in the case of Macintosh, Amiga, Sun, and SGI). Since these platforms had their peak market share in the 1980s, their original manufacturers either no longer support an operating system for this hardware or are out of business. However, the Linux, NetBSD and OpenBSD operating systems still include support for 68000 processors. The
68000 processors were also used in the Sega Genesis (Mega Drive) and SNK Neo Geo consoles as the main CPU. Other consoles such as the Sega Saturn used the 68000 for audio processing and other I/O tasks, while the Atari Jaguar included a 68000 which was intended for basic system control and input processing, but due to the Jaguar's unusual
assortment of heterogeneous processors was also frequently used for running game logic. Many arcade boards also used 68000 processors including boards from Capcom, SNK, and Sega. Microcontrollers derived from the 68000 family have been used in a huge variety of applications. For example, CPU32 and ColdFire microcontrollers have been
manufactured in the millions as automotive engine controllers. Many proprietary video editing systems used 68000 processors. In this category we can name the MacroSystem Casablanca, which was a black box with an easy to use graphic interface (1997). It was intended for the amateur and hobby videographer market. It is also worth noting its
earlier, bigger and more professional counterpart, called "DraCo"(1995), The groundbreaking Quantel Paintbox series of early based 24-bit paint and effects system was originally released in 1981 and during its lifetime it used nearly the entire range of 68000 family processors, with the sole exception of the 68060, which was never implemented in its
design. Another contender in the video arena, the Abekas 8150 DVE system, used the 680EC30, and the Trinity Play, later renamed Globecaster, uses several 68030s. The Bosch FGS-4000/4500 Video Graphics System manufactured by Robert Bosch Corporation, later BTS (1983), used a 68000 as its main processor; it drove several others to perform
3D animation in a computer that could easily apply Gouraud and Phong shading. It ran a modified Motorola Versados operating system. Architecture Motorola 68000 series registers 31 ... 23 ... 15 ... 07 ... 00 (bit position) Data registers D0 Data 0 D1 Data 1 D2 Data 2 D3 Data 3 D4 Data 4 D5 Data 5 D6 Data 6 D7 Data 7 Address registers A0 Address 0
A1 Address 1 A2 Address 2 A3 Address 3 A4 Address 4 A5 Address 5 A6 Address 6 Stack pointers A7 / USP Stack Pointer (user) A7' / SSP Stack Pointer (supervisor) Program counter PC Program Counter Status Register 15 14 13 12 11 10 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 (bit position) T S M 0 I 0 0 0 X N Z V C SR People who are familiar with the
PDP-11 or VAX usually feel comfortable with the 68000 series. With the exception of the split of general-purpose registers into specialized data and address registers, the 68000 architecture is in many ways a 32-bit PDP-11. It had a more orthogonal instruction set than those of many processors that came before (e.g., 8080) and after (e.g., x86). That
is, it was typically possible to combine operations freely with operands, rather than being restricted to using certain addressing modes with certain instructions. This property made programming relatively easy for humans, and also made it easier to write code generators for compilers. The 68000 series has eight 32-bit general-purpose data registers
(D0-D7), and eight address registers (A0-A7). The last address register is the stack pointer, and assemblers accept the label SP as equivalent to A7. In addition, it has a 16-bit status register. The upper 8 bits is the system byte, and modification of it is privileged. The lower 8 bits is the user byte, also known as the condition code register (CCR), and
modification of it is not privileged. The 68000 comparison, arithmetic, and logic operations modify condition codes to record their results for use by later conditional jumps. The condition code bits are "zero" (Z), "carry" (C), "overflow" (V), "extend" (X), and "negative" (N). The "extend" (X) flag deserves special mention, because it is separate from the
carry flag. This permits the extra bit from arithmetic, logic, and shift operations to be separated from the carry for flow-of-control and linkage. While the 68000 had a 'supervisor mode', it did not meet the Popek and Goldberg virtualization requirements due to the single instruction 'MOVE from SR', which copies the status register to another register,
being unprivileged but sensitive. In the Motorola 68010 and later, this was made privileged, to better support virtualization software. The 68000 series instruction set can be divided into the following broad categories: Load and store (MOVE) Arithmetic (ADD, SUB, MULS, MULU, DIVS, DIVU) Bit shifting (ASL, ASR, LSL, LSR) Bit rotation (ROR, ROL,
ROXL, ROXR) Logic operations (AND, OR, NOT, EOR) Type conversion (byte to word and vice versa) Conditional and unconditional branches (BRA, Bcc - BEQ, BNE, BHI, BLO, BMI, BPL, etc.) Subroutine invocation and return (BSR, RTS) Stack management (LINK, UNLK, PEA) Causing and responding to interrupts Exception handling There is no
equivalent to the x86 CPUID instruction to determine what CPU or MMU or FPU is present. The Motorola 68020 added some new instructions that include some minor improvements and extensions to the supervisor state, several instructions for software management of a multiprocessing system (which were removed in the 68060), some support for
high-level languages which did not get used much (and was removed from future 680x0 processors), bigger multiply (32×32→64 bits) and divide (64÷32→32 bits quotient and 32 bits remainder) instructions, and bit field manipulations. The standard addressing modes are: Register direct Data register, e.g. "D0" Address register, e.g. "A0" Register
indirect Simple address, e.g. (A0) Address with post-increment, e.g. (A0)+ Address with pre-decrement, e.g. −(A0) Address with a 16-bit signed offset, e.g. 16(A0) Register indirect with index register & 8-bit signed offset e.g. 8(A0,D0) or 8(A0,A1) Note that for (A0)+ and −(A0), the actual increment or decrement value is dependent on the operand
size: a byte access adjusts the address register by 1, a word by 2, and a long by 4. PC (program counter) relative with displacement Relative 16-bit signed offset, e.g. 16(PC). This mode was very useful for position-independent code. Relative with 8-bit signed offset with index, e.g. 8(PC,D2) Absolute memory location Either a number, e.g. "$4000", or a
symbolic name translated by the assembler Most assemblers used the "$" symbol for hexadecimal, instead of "0x" or a trailing H. There were 16 and 32-bit versions of this addressing mode Immediate mode Data stored in the instruction, e.g. "#400" Quick immediate mode 3-bit unsigned (or 8-bit signed with moveq) with value stored in opcode In addq
and subq, 0 is the equivalent to 8 e.g. moveq #0,d0 was quicker than clr.l d0 (though both made D0 equal to 0) Plus: access to the status register, and, in later models, other special registers. The Motorola 68020 added a scaled indexing address mode, and added another level of indirection to many of the pre-existing modes. Most instructions have
dot-letter suffixes, permitting operations to occur on 8-bit bytes (".b"), 16-bit words (".w"), and 32-bit longs (".l"). Most instructions are dyadic, that is, the operation has a source, and a destination, and the destination is changed. Notable instructions were: Arithmetic: ADD, SUB, MULU (unsigned multiply), MULS (signed multiply), DIVU, DIVS, NEG
(additive negation), and CMP (a sort of comparison done by subtracting the arguments and setting the status bits, but did not store the result) Binary-coded decimal arithmetic: ABCD, NBCD, and SBCD Logic: EOR (exclusive or), AND, NOT (logical not), OR (inclusive or) Shifting: (logical, i.e. right shifts put zero in the most-significant bit) LSL, LSR,
(arithmetic shifts, i.e. sign-extend the most-significant bit) ASR, ASL, (rotates through eXtend and not) ROXL, ROXR, ROL, ROR Bit test and manipulation in memory or data register: BSET (set to 1), BCLR (clear to 0), BCHG (invert) and BTST (no change). All of these instructions first test the destination bit and set (clear) the CCR Z bit if the
destination bit is 0 (1), respectively. Multiprocessing control: TAS, test-and-set, performed an indivisible bus operation, permitting semaphores to be used to synchronize several processors sharing a single memory Flow of control: JMP (jump), JSR (jump to subroutine), BSR (relative address jump to subroutine), RTS (return from subroutine), RTE
(return from exception, i.e. an interrupt), TRAP (trigger a software exception similar to software interrupt), CHK (a conditional software exception) Branch: Bcc (where the "cc" specified one of 14 tests of the condition codes in the status register: equal, greater than, less-than, carry, and most combinations and logical inversions, available from the
status register). Of the remaining two possible conditions, always true and always false, BRA (branch always) has a separate mnemonic, and BSR (branch to subroutine) takes the encoding that would otherwise have been 'branch never'. Decrement-and-branch: DBcc (where "cc" was as for the branch instructions), which, provided the condition was
false, decremented the low word of a D-register and, if the result was not -1 ($FFFF), branched to a destination. This use of −1 instead of 0 as the terminating value allowed the easy coding of loops that had to do nothing if the count was 0 to start with, with no need for another check before entering the loop. This also facilitated nesting of DBcc.
68050 and 68070 This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. (October 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Motorola mainly used even numbers for major revisions to the CPU core such as 68000, 68020,
68040 and 68060. The 68010 was a revised version of the 68000 with minor modifications to the core, and likewise the 68030 was a revised 68020 with some more powerful features, none of them significant enough to classify as a major upgrade to the core. There was no 68050, though at one point it was a project within Motorola. Odd-numbered
releases had always been reactions to issues raised within the prior even numbered part; hence, it was generally expected that the 68050 would have reduced the 68040's power consumption (and thus heat dissipation), improved exception handling in the FPU, used a smaller feature size and optimized the microcode in line with program use of
instructions. Many of these optimizations were included with the 68060 and were part of its design goals. For any number of reasons, likely that the 68060 was in development, that the Intel 80486 was not progressing as quickly as Motorola assumed it would, and that 68060 was a demanding project, the 68050 was cancelled early in development.
There is also no revision of the 68060, as Motorola was in the process of shifting away from the 68000 and 88k processor lines into its new PowerPC business, so the 68070 was never developed. Had it been, it would have been a revised 68060, likely with a superior FPU (pipelining was widely speculated upon on Usenet). There was a CPU with the
68070 designation, which was a licensed and somewhat slower version of the 16/32-bit 68000 with a basic DMA controller, I²C host and an on-chip serial port. This 68070 was used as the main CPU in the Philips CD-i. This CPU was, however, produced by Philips and not officially part of Motorola's 680x0 lineup. Last generation The 4th-generation
68060 provided equivalent functionality (though not instruction-set-architecture compatibility) to most of the features of the Intel P5 microarchitecture. Other variants The Personal Computers XT/370 and AT/370 PC-based IBM-compatible mainframes each included two modified Motorola 68000 processors with custom microcode to emulate S/370
mainframe instructions.[11][12] An Arizona-based company, Edge Computer Corp, reportedly founded by former Honeywell designers, produced processors compatible with the 68000 series, these being claimed as having "a three to five times performance – and 18 to 24 months’ time – advantage" over Motorola's own products.[13] In 1987, the
company introduced the Edge 1000 range of "32-bit superminicomputers implementing the Motorola instruction set in the Edge mainframe architecture", employing two independent pipelines - an instruction fetch pipeline (IFP) and operand executive pipeline (OEP) - relying on a branch prediction unit featuring a 4096-entry branch cache, retrieving
instructions and operands over multiple buses.[14] An agreement between Edge Computer and Olivetti subsequently led to the latter introducing products in its own "Linea Duo" range based on Edge Computer's machines.[15] The company was subsequently renamed to Edgcore Technology Inc.[16]: 12 (also reported as Edgecore Technology Inc.
[17]). Edgcore's deal with Olivetti in 1987 to supply the company's E1000 processor was followed in 1989 by another deal with Philips Telecommunications Data Systems to supply the E2000 processor, this supporting the 68030 instruction set and reportedly offering a performance rating of 16 VAX MIPS.[18] Similar deals with Nixdorf Computer and
Hitachi were also signed in 1989.[19][20] Edge Computer reportedly had an agreement with Motorola.[17] Despite increasing competition from RISC products, Edgcore sought to distinguish its products in the market by emphasising its "alliance" with Motorola, employing a marketing campaign drawing from Aesop's fables with "the fox (Edgecore)
who climbs on the back of the stallion (Motorola) to pluck fruit off the higher branches of the tree".[21] With the company's investors having declined to finance the company further, and with a number of companies having been involved in discussions with other parties, Arix Corp. announced the acquisition of Edgcore in July 1989.[20] Arix was
reportedly able to renew its deal with Hitachi in 1990, whereas the future of previous deals with Olivetti and Philips remained in some doubt after the acquisition of Edgcore.[22] In 1992, a company called International Meta Systems (IMS) announced a RISC-based CPU, the IMS 3250, that could reportedly emulate the "Intel 486 or Motorola 68040 at
full native speeds and at a fraction of their cost". Clocked at 100 MHz, emulations had supposedly been developed of a 25 MHz 486 and 30 MHz 68040, including floating-point unit support, with the product aiming for mid-1993 production at a per-unit cost of $50 to 60.[23] Amidst the apparent proliferation of emulation support in processors such as
the PowerPC 615, in 1994, IMS had reportedly filed a patent on its emulation technology but had not found any licensees.[24] Repeated delays to the introduction of this product, blamed on one occasion on "a need to improve the chip's speech-processing capabilities",[25] apparently led to the company seeking to introduce another chip, the
Meta6000, aiming to compete with Intel's P6 products.[26] Ultimately, IMS entered bankruptcy having sold patents to a litigator, TechSearch, who in 1998 attempted to sue Intel for infringement of an IMS patent.[27] TechSearch reportedly lost their case but sought to appeal, also seeking to sue Intel for "libel and slander" on the basis of comments
made by an Intel representative who had characterised TechSearch's business model unfavourably in remarks to the press.[28] After the mainline 68000 processors' demise, the 68000 family has been used to some extent in microcontroller and embedded microprocessor versions. These chips include the ones listed under "other" above, i.e. the CPU32
(aka 68330), the ColdFire, the QUICC and the DragonBall. With the advent of FPGA technology an international team of hardware developers have re-created the 68000 with many enhancements as an FPGA core. Their core is known as the 68080 and is used in Vampire-branded Amiga accelerators.[29] Magnetic Scrolls used a subset of the 68000's
instructions as a base for the virtual machine in their text adventures. Competitors Desktop During the 1980s and early 1990s, when the 68000 was widely used in desktop computers, it mainly competed against Intel's x86 architecture used in IBM PC compatibles. Generation 1 68000 CPUs competed against mainly the 16-bit 8086, 8088, and 80286.
Generation 2 competed against the 80386 (the first 32-bit x86 processor), and generation 3 against the 80486. The fourth generation competed with the P5 Pentium line, but it was not nearly as widely used as its predecessors, since much of the old 68000 marketplace was either defunct or nearly so (as was the case with Atari and NeXT), or
converting to newer architectures (PowerPC for the Macintosh and Amiga, SPARC for Sun, and MIPS for Silicon Graphics (SGI)). Embedded Main article: Microcontroller § Types There are dozens of processor architectures that are successful in embedded systems. Some are microcontrollers which are much simpler, smaller, and cheaper than the
68000, while others are relatively sophisticated and can run complex software. Embedded versions of the 68000 often compete with processor architectures based on PowerPC, ARM, MIPS, SuperH, and others. See also VMEbus, an external computer bus standard designed for the 68000 series References ^ cpu-world.com - Motorola 68000
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